Introduction
When two bulk solids in contact have different temperatures, phonons can transmit through the interface contributing in this way to the restoration of thermodynamic equilibrium. The situation is expected to be different when one of the two solids is spatially confined in all directions. Within the ultrashort period of interfacial nonequilibrium, the only responsive lattice degrees of freedom of bulk crystals are the phonons. According to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, however, zero-dimensional † Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: (1) Schematic illustration of the various NC motions and remarks on their energetics, (2) extraction of atomic MSD for Au 923 NCs on graphene and on a-C, (3) additional information on the MD simulations, (4) effect of annealing on diffraction patterns, (5) quantification of crystallographic texture and characterization of NCs sizes and shapes, (6) additional comparisons of FED-and MD-derived dynamics of diffraction patterns, (7) damping and frequency of librations in the MD simulations, (8) 
New concepts
Structural stability of nanoscale building blocks is prone to ultrafast lattice motions that range from atomic vibrations, to translations and rotations of entire nanostructures. Atomic vibrations in nanostructures have been studied by a variety of time-resolved techniques, but the detection of net, nanolattice motions remains elusive. In this work, we exploit the sensitivity of diffraction to the crystal orientation in order to study ultrafast rotational motions of prototypical, size-selected Au nanoclusters on few-layer graphite. The crystallinity of the substrate is imposing a preferred orientation of the nanoclusters' lattices in equilibrium. The nanoclusters' orientation becomes evident from their electron diffraction pattern. Ultrashort laser pulses are then used to induce vibrational and rotational excitation of the nanoclusters and the resulting, time-dependent diffraction patterns are probed with femtosecond electron diffraction. The experiments are accompanied by molecular dynamics and electron diffraction simulations, in order to visualize the nanoclusters' motions and to comprehend the deviation of the diffraction dynamics from the conventional Debye-Waller theory, which only takes vibrational excitations into account. Conclusively, the nanoclusters perform constrained rotational motions, termed librations, driven quasi-impulsively by substrate phonons in picosecond timescales. Our investigations aim for a more complete understanding of out-ofequilibrium conditions, heat-and mass-transport in nanoscale heterostructures.
nanostructures like nanoclusters (NCs) can perform translational and rotational motions at ultrafast timescales. 1 Being ultrafast, these motions are expected to participate in interfacial energy flow. Moreover, NC translations and rotations are coupled and can modulate the adherence to the substrate rendering them a key factor of heat-and mass-transport phenomena.
1,2
Various experimental methods have addressed or controlled ballistic and diffusive motions of nano-objects on surfaces. Hynninen et al. 3 and Cihan et al. 4 used the metallic tip of AFM microscopes to study sliding Au nanostructures on insulators and graphite, respectively. Similarly, quartz crystal microbalances have explored sliding friction of Au nanocrystals on graphene. 5 Regarding rotational motions and electron probes,
Ogawa et al. 6 used electron diffraction in a scanning electron microscope to track picometer-scale angular motions of supported Au nanoparticles. Electron beams of high energy and flux have also been used to manipulate and rotate Au nanoparticles. 7 Recent theoretical studies of NC motions have concentrated on nonequilibrium phenomena, non-thermal diffusion of NCs in liquids 8 and the interaction of supported NCs with substrate phonons. 2 The dynamics of nanoparticles in liquids have been examined experimentally by four-dimensional electron microscopy. [9] [10] [11] In a recent article, 12 some of the authors have used femtosecond electron diffraction (FED) 13 to investigate ultrafast atomic motions of Au NCs on thin-films under nonequilibrium conditions. The observed dynamics of diffraction peaks could be explained in terms of energy flow between the electrons and the atomic vibrations of the NCs and the substrate. In contrast, the present work employs FED to study ultrafast rotational motions of Au NCs on few-layer graphite. The various rotational motions of NCs and their energetics are illustrated in the ESI † (Fig. S1 ). Because Au NCs start from a partially oriented state and due to the sensitivity of diffraction to the crystal orientation, FED is able to detect constrained rotations (librations) of the NC on the picosecond timescale. The experimental results are complemented by MD and electron diffraction simulations. The observed ultrafast librations are expected to affect the Au/C interface, the energy flow between the two materials, and the diffusion of the nanoclusters.
Femtosecond electron diffraction
The ultrathin graphitic substrate consisted of single and few-layer graphene (from now on mentioned simply as graphene) supported on one side by a lacey-carbon network to improve mechanical stability. Magic-number Au 923AE23 NCs 14, 15 have been size-selected with a mass-selecting filter and deposited on the unsupported side of graphene in the soft-landing regime (o2 eV per atom). 16 The uncertainty of the NC mass represents the FWHM of the monomers' distribution. Prior to deposition, ion bombardment created surface-defects in order to suppress translational diffusion and aggregation. 16 Characterization of Au NCs was carried out with High-Angle Annular Dark Field Microscopy (HAADF) to obtain the surface-and size-distribution of Au NCs (Fig. 1a) . The most abundant allotropes of Au 923 NCs were single-crystalline FCC NCs and polycrystalline decahedral NCs (Dh). Fig. 1c shows experimental electron diffraction patterns acquired in a compact, time-resolved electron diffractometer. 13 The investigated samples have thin-film morphology and the diffracted electrons arrive normal to the surface. The first diffraction pattern belongs to polycrystalline Au thin films with 30 nm thickness. The second diffraction pattern is Au 923 NCs deposited on amorphous C (a-C) thin films (20 nm thickness). Except for the diffraction intensity, these two patterns are very similar, which implies: (i) Au NCs have the same FCC crystal structure as bulk Au; (ii) the NCs have random orientations on a-C similar to the crystallites in polycrystalline Au. The third diffraction pattern belongs to Au 923 NCs on graphene and shows Debye-Scherrer rings for both NCs as well as the graphene substrate, indicating that graphene is polycrystalline with a domain size small compared to the spot size of the electron pulses (B100 mm diameter).
For a quantitative study of the diffraction patterns, their intensity has been radially averaged and fitted using pseudoVoigt peak profiles. Fig. 1d shows the resulting diffraction intensity after background subtraction as a function of the scattering vector S = 2 sin y/l, where y is the scattering angle and l the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons. The experimental data-points (blue) show the diffraction patterns of Au 923 on graphene and Au 923 on a-C. The fitting (red solid line) is used to extract the position, intensity and width of all the diffraction peaks. The most discernible changes between the two signals stem from contributions of the graphene substrate. The black solid line shows the diffraction pattern of a bare substrate of graphene on lacey C. The crystalline structure of graphene gives rise to intense peaks, located near the (200) and (311) peaks of Au. For Au 923 on a-C, the relative intensities of (111) and (220) peaks are close to what is expected for randomly oriented Au crystallites. However, for Au 923 on graphene the intensity of the (220) peak is enhanced compared to the (111) peak by a factor of 2.5 ( Fig. 1d) indicating a preferential orientation of the NCs.
The size-selected Au 923 nanoclusters on graphene have a surface density of 2.6 NCs per 100 nm 2 . In this technique, the patterns of Fig. 1d are recorded with ultrashort electron bunches (B100 fs) at various delays relatively to an optical excitation (sub-100 fs pulse duration, 400 nm wavelength) in a pump-probe manner. 13 The kinetic energy of the electrons is 90 keV (l = 3.9 pm). The overall time-resolution of the experiment is approximately 300 fs and the number of electrons per pulse is in the order of 10 3 . For more information on the characteristics of the electron pulses, the interested reader is referred to the work of Waldecker et al. 13 The spot diameters of the pump and probe pulses are (190 AE 20) mm and (107 AE 5) mm, respectively. The diameter of the pump and its standard deviation are determined from Gaussian peak profile fits to an optical camera image of the focus. The diameter of the probe (electrons) and its standard deviation are determined by imaging the electron beam after transmission through a 100 mm reference pinhole. The experiment presented here used a laser fluence of (3.8 AE 0.6) mJ cm À2 . The standard deviation of the fluence is mainly due to the uncertainty in the diameter of the pump.
The calculation of the fluence is carried out as in Harb et al.
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and takes into account only the probed area. The diffraction pattern of each time delay is integrated for 50 s (B5 Â 10 7 electrons per diffractogram).
After absorption of a laser pulse by the heterostructure, energy is gradually transferred to the Au NCs lattices on the picosecond time-scale and leads to enhanced atomic vibrations and subtle deterioration of crystalline order. 12 Such phenomena lead to a decay in the intensities of all diffraction peaks. By recording multiple diffraction peaks of Au NCs that do not have significant overlap with substrate peaks [i.e., (111), (220) and the average of (331) and (420)], it is possible to study structural dynamics of the Au NCs. All peaks of graphene coincide with intense peaks of Au NCs ( Fig. 1d) and cannot be analyzed individually. The pump-probe delay dependences of the (111) and (220) peaks for Au NCs on graphene are shown in Fig. 2a with red and blue data-points, respectively. Because of the anharmonicity of the interatomic potential, the enhanced atomic motion is accompanied by lattice expansion. 12 The relative lattice expansion for Au NCs on graphene is shown in Fig. 2b and it is detected as a shift of diffraction peaks to lower scattering angles. The observed shift of the peak position, in reciprocal-space, is a direct manifestation of lattice expansion in real-space and serves as an alternative probe of the lattice excitation. The extracted lattice expansion is similar for both peaks as expected for isotropic expansion of NCs. The relative peak-decay of (111) and (220) for Au NCs on graphene, shown in Fig. 2a , is compared with the relative decay of the same peaks for Au NCs on a-C in Fig. 2c (squares for a-C and dashed lines for graphene). Although the observed peakdecay depends on the incident laser fluence and other factors, this comparison reveals some fundamental differences between the two samples. The peak-decay of Au(111) happens to coincide for both types of substrate, while the decay of Au(220) is significantly more intense for graphene compared to a-C. If the laserexcited motions of the Au nanolattices were the same in both experiments, the (220) peak should behave in the same manner for both substrates, as the (111) does. The observed peak-decay suggests some anisotropic motion of the Au NCs on graphene. The NC lattice expansion, however, which is inherently connected with atomic vibrations, is isotropic for the NCs on both types of substrates, see Fig. 2b and d. Hence the observed anisotropic motion of Au 923 on graphene is not of vibrational origin. We elaborate on this in the following.
In NCs, lattice heating can be estimated from the lattice expansion (Fig. 2b) . The thermal expansion coefficient of Au 923 NCs is a L = (9.5 AE 0.7) Â 10 À6 K À1 . The average value and the error (standard deviation) of a L stem from FED measurements carried out on different amorphous substrates with nonoriented Au 923 NCs (see Vasileiadis et al. 12 ). The resulting lattice temperature evolution (Fig. 3a) (Fig. S2a) , while the peaks behave as expected for Au 923 on a-C (Fig. S2b) . Using the average MSD of all diffraction peaks, it is possible to conceive the deviation of specific diffraction peaks as a function of time. This is shown for the (111) and (220) peaks in Fig. 3b . The deviation of the (111) peak is positive by B1%, while the (220) peak shows the opposite behavior by up to 4%. The deviation of the (220) peak has bi-exponential dynamics with time constants t 1 = (4 AE 2) ps (B40% of the effect) and t 2 = (110 AE 40) ps. The deviation dynamics is a fraction of the total peak-decay and, thus, its relative changes have decreased signalto-noise ratio. For this reason, the uncertainties of the extracted time constants t 1 and t 2 are larger compared to other measured quantities.
At this point, we focus on the nature of the processes that cause the deviations of the (111) and (220) peaks shown in Fig. 3b . Before laser excitation, Au 923 NCs on graphene have enhanced (220) peak and suppressed (111) peak compared to randomly oriented NCs on a-C (Fig. 1d ). This indicates a partial (111) crystallographic orientation of the Au NCs normal to the graphene substrate, i.e., parallel to the electron beam. Laser excitation can potentially initiate forces that destabilize the NCs orientation. Ultrafast lattice heating is causing all peaks to decay, but NC disorientation can enhance the (111) peak and suppress the (220) peak (Fig. 3b) . This interpretation is in agreement with the recent publication of VandenBussche and Flannigan 21 who showed that tilting thin-films with crystallographic texture by few degrees produces measurable deviations of the thermally-induced peak decays from the Debye-Waller effect. In addition, the work of VandenBussche and Flannigan verified experimentally that tilting the specimen does not affect the lattice temperature extracted from thermal expansion. In graphene, excitation and thermalization of acoustic waves (transverse and longitudinal phonons termed TA and LA, respectively) occurs within the first 100 ps. 22, 23 The timescale for generation of flexural ZA phonons (out of graphene plane atomic vibrations) and dynamic rippling is in the order of 50 ps. 24 Detailed theoretical considerations by Panizon et al. 2 have shown that transfer of momentum from graphene to adsorbed Au NCs is carried out by flexural ZA phonons or by subject to periodic boundary conditions. This simulation box mimics the experimentally observed surface density of Au NCs shown in Fig. 1a with a nominal surface density of 2 NCs per 100 nm 2 . The Au 923 NC is placed at 1 nm distance from graphene, in order to get adsorbed, with a completely random initial orientation. This step is repeated ten times for each simulated Au 923 NC.
A series of NVT MD simulations (constant number of particles, volume and temperature) are repeated ten times for FCC and ten times for Dh NCs starting from T = 600 K and gradually cooling down to T = 300 K with temperature steps of 50 K. At each temperature, the NVT MD simulation lasts 2 ns to ensure full system equilibration as monitored by the time evolution of the total energy of the system as well as the interaction energy between the Au 923 NC and graphene. For the calculation of all properties of interest, only the last 1 ns of the simulation is used so that the modelled NCs are welladsorbed and relaxed on graphene. All predicted quantities are averaged over 20 different trajectories (10 for each model system). Au 923 NCs are modeled as a set of Lennard-Jones (12-6 LJ) Au atoms according to Heinz et al. 28 Graphene is modeled through the all-atom DREIDING force-field, 29 already employed for the study of carbon nanotube-and graphene-based polymer nanocomposites. [30] [31] [32] The interactions of Au and graphene atoms are modelled with a 12-6 LJ potential according to Lewis et al. 17 All MD simulations are executed with the LAMMPS software 33 (see also S3, ESI †).
Since the experimental data capture the reciprocal-space motions of the Au NCs, the real-space trajectories are used to calculate time-averaged diffraction patterns for each temperature and for each Au NC, using the method described by Coleman et al. 34 integrated in LAMMPS. The radius of the Ewald sphere corresponds to that of the FED experiments and its thickness is selected equal to 0.06 Å À1 . The computational grid of the reciprocal-space has a spacing of 0.007 Å À1 .
In order to disentangle the effect of NC motions from that of lattice heating, the diffracted electrons arrive either perpendicular to the graphene plane (as in the FED experiment), or in powder-diffraction mode. At this point, we describe in more detail the exact mechanism through which the NCs acquire a preferred orientation on graphene. Few adatoms on the surface of an as-adsorbed NC can prevent it from acquiring its most favorable orientation (see S4, ESI †). Adatoms on Au NCs are known to be very mobile. 35 Heating at 600 K for one nanosecond (equilibration phase) allows adatoms to diffuse away from the Au/C interface, the NC orientation to relax and the simulated diffraction patterns to be characterized by crystallographic texture. The observation that surface imperfections containing few adatoms can modify crystallographic texture is important for the comparison of simulated and experimental diffraction patterns. The simulated electron diffraction patterns are radially averaged, and the results are shown in Fig. 4 . These patterns correspond to diffracted electrons arriving perpendicular to graphene as in the FED experiments. Fig. 4a shows the average diffraction pattern of FCC NCs at 300 K averaged over 10 MD simulations. We note that NCs with FCC structure are most favorably attached on graphene via their (111) surface facets. This preferential orientation is due to: (i) the large area of the (111) facets of FCC NCs and (ii) the stronger adhesion of the Au/C interface for this surface termination. 26 Hence, the (111) peak has less intensity that the (220) one. Fig. 4b shows the average diffraction pattern of Dh NCs at 300 K averaged over 10 MD simulations. The Dh Au 923 NCs have large (100) facets. For that reason, Dh NCs attach on graphene most favorably with their (100) facets. Yet, their crystallographic texture is again (111). Because Dh NCs contain crystalline tetrahedral domains, the intensity of the (220) peak becomes comparable to that of (111). The calculated diffraction patterns of FCC and Dh NCs cannot be readily compared with the experimental diffraction patterns, since the investigated samples contain additional structures, see Fig. S4 and S5 (ESI †). In order to reproduce the experimental data, we made the following considerations: FCC and Dh NCs with well-defined surface facets can acquire a preferred orientation on graphene. However, icosahedral (Ih) and unidentified NCs as well as aggregates (dimers and trimers) have very small or irregular surface facets, complicated internal structure and consequently random orientations. With this assumption, we have combined the diffraction patterns of the graphene substrate and randomly oriented Au NCs (Fig. 1d) with the diffraction patterns of FCC and Dh NCs (Fig. 4a and b) to model the FED data. The simulated theoretical diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 4c (red solid line) together with the experimental data at equilibrium (blue data-points). The temperature in both cases corresponds to B300 K. In order to produce the red model curve in Fig. 4c we have first performed a statistical electron microscopy analysis of the samples, which revealed that 72% of the NCs have well-defined, oriented FCC and Dh structures while 28% have irregular shapes and random orientations. Subsequently, we have estimated the scattering cross-section of each structural allotrope and, finally, we have combined their theoretical diffraction patterns according to their experimental abundancies (see also S5, ESI †).
The next step is to study the effect of heat on the diffraction patterns. Fig. 4d shows the relative change of intensity (I) as a function of the scattering vector (S) at 600 K and 300 K. The plotted quantity is I 600 K ðSÞ À I 300 K ðSÞ Â ÃÐ I 300 K ðSÞ dS. The electrons arrive either perpendicular to graphene as in the FED experiment (orange curve) or in powder diffraction mode (blue curve). Upon heating, the simulations capture a number of phenomena that are also visible in the FED experiments like decay of diffraction peaks, shift to lower scattering vectors (thermal expansion) and enhancement of the inelastic background.
Notably, when the electron beam arrives perpendicular to graphene, the (220) peak shows the largest decay. This behavior is not present for theoretical powder diffraction. In fact, both the simulations and the experiments show that the largest intensity decay occurs in the (220) peak, see Fig. 2 and Fig. S6 (ESI †). MD simulations are in accordance with the scenario that NC orientation is suppressed by rotations changing the diffraction patterns. Such rotations are indeed evident from the real space trajectories. the (111) facet and the z-axis (z is parallel to electron beam and vertical to graphene). Rotations along j are constrained to few degrees (librations) and can disorient the NCs with respect to the electron beam. The angle j has a temperature-dependent statistical distribution, shown in Fig. 5b for 300 K (blue) and 600 K (orange). This temperature dependence is the reason for the deviation of the diffraction dynamics from the predictions of the Debye-Waller effect. The MD simulations give an average libration angle of j = 2.21 at 300 K and of j = 3.21 at 600 K. The frequency of librations is 57 GHz (see S7, ESI †), meaning that diffraction signatures of librations can be as fast as T/4 D 4 ps, which agrees with the fast time constant t 1 of the deviation of the (220) peak. The NCs are not simply following the flexural motions of graphene but they can transiently unstick and tilt with different angle. In order to understand the dynamic interface of Au NCs and graphene, it is also meaningful to examine the angle y formed by the normal vectors of the Au surface facet and the underlying area of graphene (see dashed lines on the last snapshot of Fig. 5a ). Fig. 5c shows a histogram of the angle y at 300 K (blue) and 600 K (orange). Only a small number of NCs are in the ground state, i.e., well-attached on graphene (y B 01). Most NCs are accumulated on a critical angle y B 11. A considerable number of NCs are occasionally tilted more than 11 due to thermal fluctuations. As the temperature increases from 300 K to 600 K, the fraction of well-attached NCs decreases and the fraction of NCs with large y angles increases, meaning that librations change the interface between Au and C. On average y is 1.61 at 300 K and 2.01 at 600 K.
Discussion
We now compare the predicted deviations from the DebyeWaller behavior with the experimental observations. For this, we determine the temperature-induced relative decay of the (111) and (220) peaks in the simulated diffraction patterns. This is done for electrons arriving perpendicular to graphene (sensitive to the Debye-Waller effect and NC librations) as well as for powder diffraction (only sensitive to the Debye-Waller effect). The deviation between the two types of decay is shown in Fig. 5d for the (220) peak and in Fig. 5e for the (111) peak. When the temperature rises from 300 K to 600 K, NC librations cause an additional decay of the (220) peak by B4% and a reduced decay of the (111) peak by B1%, in very good agreement with the experiments. Fig. 5d and e show, for comparison, the experimental deviation from the Debye-Waller behavior as a function of the NC lattice temperature (extracted from the thermal expansion) for the (220) and (111) peaks, respectively (see S8 (ESI †) for additional FED measurements with different fluences).
The initial state (t o 0, T L B 300 K) and the final state (t = 500 ps, T L B 600 K) of the FED experiment have been captured by the MD simulations. The energy of librations is estimated to be 40 meV per NC at 300 K and 70 meV per NC at 600 K (see S9, ESI †). The excess energy (30 meV per NC) is transferred via a bi-exponential process as shown with the FED experiment (Fig. 3b) . The time constant and the amplitude of each process suggest two energy transfer rates of 3 meV ps In order to compare MD simulations with FED experiments, the temperature in the time-resolved measurements was extracted from lattice expansion (Fig. 3b ).
which range from 1 to 115 ps. 23 The substrate phonons most efficient in transferring momentum to the NCs are flexural ZA phonons 2 with a wavelength l \ 2.6 nm (2.6 nm is the characteristic dimension of the Au 923 NC binding facet). It is expected that the transfer of linear momentum will be accompanied by transfer of angular momentum, since the ZA phonons propagate parallel to the NC-graphene interface, thereby exerting torque on the NC upon scattering.
Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrate that femtosecond electron diffraction can probe both nonequilibrium phonon populations and nanoparticle rotational motions, providing a complete picture of the fundamental energy excitation associated with atomic motion. This opens the way for further studies of ultrafast interactions between nanostructures and surfaces in nonequilibrium conditions. Quantitative, real-time information on librations is obtained by analysis of the deviations of elastic scattering signal from the conventional temperaturedependent (i.e. Debye-Waller) effects. As a reverse conclusion, librations need to be considered for detailed investigations of nano-objects on surfaces using microscopy, diffraction and holography. Molecular dynamics coupled with diffraction simulations of Au nanoclusters on graphene show librational motion in good agreement with experiment in terms of amplitude as well as dynamics. Acoustic flexural modes of the ultrathin substrate are identified as quasi-impulse driving force of the nanocluster's rotational motion. The energy stored in librations is a considerable fraction of the energy barriers for translational and rotational diffusion of NCs on graphene. Hence, librations are expected to play an important role in various heat-and masstransport phenomena by modulating the potential energy surface of other degrees of freedom.
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